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Seat Belts

Directions: Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. Refer to the text to check

your answers when appropriate.

'Click!" That's the sound of safety. That's the sound of survival. That's the sound of a seat

bett locking in pLace, Seat betts save lives and that's a fact. That's why 1 don't drive anywhere until

mine is on tight, Choosing to wear your seat belt: is a simpte as choosing between [ife and death.

Which one do you choose?

Think about it. When you're driving in a car. you may be going 60 MPH or faster. That car is
zipping down the road. Then somebody ahead of you locks up his or her brakes. Your driver

doesn't have time to stop. The car that you are in crashes. Your car

was going 60 mil.es per hour. Now !t has suddenly stopped. Your

body, however, is still going 60 MPH, What's going to stop your
body? WiLt it be the windshield or your seat beLt? Every time that you

get into a car you make that choice, 1 choose the seat belt,

Some peopte think that seat beLts are uncool They think that

seat beLts cramp their style, or that seat belts are uncomfortabte. To

them ! say, what's more uncomfortable? Wearing a seat belt or flying

through a car windshieLd? What's more uncooL? Being safely

anchored to a car. or skidding across the road in yourjean shorts?

Wearing a seat belt is both cooter and more comfortable than the

aLternatives.

Let's just take a cLoser Look at your choices. ]f you are not wearing your seat bett, you can

hop around the car and slide in and out of your seat easiLy. That sounds like a Lot of fun. But, you
are aLso more Likely to die or suffer serious injuries. If you are wearing a seat beLt, you have to stay

in your seat. That's no fun, But, you are much more likely to waLk away unharmed from a car

accident. Hmmm... A small pteasure for a serious pain.
That's a tough choice. 1 think that I'LL avoid the serious pain. How about giving money away?

Do you Like to give your money away? ProbabLy not. And when you don't wear your seat belt. you
are begging to give your money away. That's because kids are required to wear seat belts in

every state in America. If you're riding in a car, and you don't have a seat bett on, the police can

give you or your driver a ticket. Then you will have to give money to the city, !'d rather keep my

money, but you can spend yours how you want.

Wearing a seat belt does not make you invincibte. You can stitl get hurt or kilted whiLe

wearing your seat belt. But wearing them has proven to be safer than driving without them. You

are much less Likety to be killed in a car wreck if you are wearing a seat beLt. You are much Less

Likely to get seriousty injured if you are wearing one. So why not take the safer way? Why not go
the way that has been proven to result in fewer deaths? You do want to live, don't you?

CoinptetethefoUouuingquestions.Besureto ciycl& youransiuer
choice! y^ jjf-l^

i. Which titte best expresses the main idea of this text?
a. Car Accidents: Ways That We Can Prevent Them

b. SLow Down: Save Lives By Driving Slower

c. Seat Belts: Wear Them to Sun/jve Any Wreck

d. Why Not? improve Your Odds with Seat Belts

2. Which best expresses the author's main purpose in writing this text?
a. To inform readers about seat belt Laws

b. To persuade readers to wear seat beLts

c, To entertain readers with stories andjokes about seat belts
d. To describe what car accidents are Like without seat beLts

3. Which best describes the text structure in the fourth paragraph?
a. Compare and contrast

b. Chronological order

c. SequentiaL order

d. Probtem and soLution

4. Which besfc defines the word alternatives as it is used in the third paragraph?
a. Being safe

b, Being unsafe

c. Other choices

d. Driving fast

5. Which best expresses the main idea of the fifth paragraph?
a. Seat belts are a waste of money.

b. Peopte don't Like to give money away.

c. Not wearing a seat belt may cost you.
d. Seat belt Laws save lives,

6. Which best defines the word invincible as it is used in the Last paragraph?
a.Uncool

b. Difficul.t or impossibte to see

c. GLow-in-the-dark

d. Unable to be harmed

7. Which statement would the author most likeLy agree with?

a. Being safe is more important than being cool.

b. Moving freely around a car is worth the risks.

c. Seat belts wilL keep you safe in any car accident.

d. You shoLild be most concerned with your comfort,

8. Which argument is not made by the author?

a. Not wearing a seat belt can be expensive.

b. Penalties for not wearing a seat belt should increase.

c. Seat belts keep you from ftying through the windshield.

d. Wearing a seat belt is cooLer than suffering an injury.



g. Which statement woutd the author most Likely disagree with?
a. Seat belts save lives.
b. Every state in America has seat bett laws.
c. You shouldn't drive anywhere untiL you are wearing your seat belt,
d, Seat betts increase your chances of being injured in a car wreck.

io. Which best explains why the author starts his essay with the word click?
a. He is trying to scare readers.
b. He is trying to get the reader's attention.
c. He is trying to remind readers how seat beLts sound when cLasped.
d. He is trying to describe what it's like to ride in a car.



Write YourOwn 'StoppingBy'Poem

Please examine the rhyme scheme and stanzas of the poem
"Stopping by Woods on a Snowy

Evening" by Robert Frost which is attached below. You will write your own poem about

stopping and contemplating. This is a fun project for examining and applying poetic devices we

have studied in the past at McNabb and refresh your mind creatively as used in the Robert Frost

Poem. Please review the directions below the poem with the rubric included on how you will

be graded for this McNabb snow day assignment,

Stopping by The Woods on a Snowy Evening

BY ROBERT FROST

Whose woods these are I think I know.

His house is in the \'illage though;

He will not see me stopping here

To watch his woods fill up mth snow.

My little horse must think it queer

To stop mthout a farmhouse near

Between the woods and frozen lake

The darkest evening of the year.

He gives his harness bells a shake

To ask if there is some mistake.

The only other sound s the sweep

Ofeasy irind and domiy flake.

The woods are lovely, dark and deep,

But i have promises to keep,

And miles to go before I sleep,

Aiid miles to go before I sleep.



After reading the poem, and since you are off of schoolon a snow day, consider a time or place

you have stopped to reflect (or think about something) similar to how Robert Frost does. If you
want, since it is a snow day, make the poem can be about seeing snow for the first time, about

looking at icicles from your bedroom window, about reflecting on not having to go to school

today, orjust the pleasures you experience while being offfrom school.

You will write your own poem, using the poetic devices in the original:

Rhyme scheme (for example A, B, A B) Where every other line rhymes

Use ofstanzas

Includes imagery, such as of nature and what you

Mood shows pausing, reflecting, and/ or contemplation

Make sure to proofread your writing. This is how you will be graded on your assignment

Rubric

Good Acceptable Unacceptable

Rhyme scheme and meter
match the original. The poem
is divided into at least four
stanzas. Can be longer.

Rhyme scheme and meter

generally matches the
original, with some
inconsistency. Poem is
divided into stanzas, but does
not match the original.

Rhyme scheme and/ or meter
is inconsistent or does not
match the original. Poem
may not be divided into
stanzas in the correct spots.

Uses ample description and
imagery that call upon the
senses.

Uses some description and

imagery, but there is room for
more.

Uses little or no description or
imagery.

Mood of the poem shows

pause, reflectflon or
contemplation. Word
choices support this mood.

Mood ofthe poem generally
shows pause, reflection, or

contemplatlon, but not
consistently. Word choices

usually support this mood.

Mood ofthe poem is unclear
or does not show pause,
reflection orcontemplation.
Word choices are not
appropriate for the mood.
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Period

6th Grade Math Tribe Day 4
Learning Targets: 1 can multiply or divide to find equivalent fractions.

I can evaluate problems involvlng ratios and rates.

i^>) , > Multiply or Dividc to Find Equivalent Fractions Multiply or divide to find two
equivaleiit fractlons for the given fractlon.

1.; 2. 3. 12
111

i^i) > Extend Patterns Write a description of the pattem. Then find the
niissing numbers.

4. .f, , 48, 192, 7(i8, 5. (i25, ;)75, 525. , :i75

i^i) > Multiply by 2-Digit Niimbers Find the product.

6. 52
X 19

7. 14
X 88

8. 37
>: 21

9. 4.1
>; 62

Select one Vocabulary Word from the list below to comDlete each of the following.

Equivalent Fractions, ordered pair, equivalent ratios, rate ,ratio, unit rate.

1. A comparison of one number to another by division is a

2. ^ are ratios that name the same comparison.

3. ^ are fractions that name the same amount or part.

4. A ratio that compares quantities with different units is a

5. A ^ is a rate that compares a quantity to q unit.

6. In an , the first number is the x-coordinate and the
second numbersecond number is the y-coordinate.



^ ^^ M^es ^^

Name

Math Tribe Day 4
Learning Targets: 1 can multiply or divide to find equivalent fractions.

1 can evaluate problems involving ratios and rates.

Period_

^ Multiply or Divide to Find Equivalent Fractions MuK<»lyor dlvlde to find two
equtvalent fractlons for the glven fractton.

2-1 3. 12
18

> Extend Patterns Write a desa^xlon of the pauem. nien flnct the
mtestoig numbers.

4. 3, ., 48, 192, 768, 5. 625,575,525,

^- Multiply by 2-Digit Numbers Find the product

6. 52
x 19

7. 14
x 8S

8. 37
x 21

9. 45
x 62

.,375

Select one Vocabularv Word from the list below to complete each of the followina.

Equivalent Fractions, ordered pair, equivalent ratios, rate ,ratio, unit rate.

1. A comparison of one number to another by division is a

2. _, are ratios that name the same comparison.

3. _, are fractions that name the same amount or part.

4. A ratio that compares quantities with different units is a

5. A ^ is a rate that compares a quantity to q unit.

6. In an ^ the first number is the x-coordinate and the second

number second number is the y-coordinate.
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Political Maps

A map showlng the continent of Europe with countries and major dties labeled is another type of
political map. Europe indudes 43 separate countries, the Faeroe Islands, part ofRussia and part of
Turkey. All of Europe is in the Northern Hemisphere.

Use the map of Europe on the foUowing page to answer these questions:

1. What four countries border on Switzerland?

2. What sea forms the eastern border of Italy?

3. Whatis the capitalofPoland?

4. Helsinki is the capital ofwhlch country?

5. Is Hungary east or west of Romania?

6. People who live in Denmark are called Danes. What is the capital of Denmark?

7. The Netheriands is sometimes called Holland. What country forms the eastern border ofthe
Netherlands?

8. Which country is larger, France or Belgium?

9. Which country is further east, Spain or Portugal?

Use markers, crayons or colored pencBs to show these countries on the map ofEurope on the next page.

10. Find Estonia, Latvia and Uthuania. Color them green.

11. Parts of Finland, Sweden, Norway and Russia are north of the Arctic Cirde. Color these countries

purple,

12. Italy, France and Spain are on the Mediterranean Sea. Color these countries and the islands in the
Mediterranean blue.

13. Tbe Ukraine, Belarus, Georgia, Azerbaijan and Russia were once part ofthe U.S.S.R. Color these
countries red.

14. The United Kingdom is made up ofEngland,
Scotland, Wales and Northem Ireland. Color
these countries brown.

When using a poBticaI map, why is it
important to look at a current map
rather than one that is five or ten

years old?

Europe covers over 4 million

s^u^re miles—about-77o of

t/he world's l^nd and con"

ta\ne> atmost- 117o of t/he

worid s population.
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6th grade Science Tribe Day 4

How Soccer Can Help Us Understand Physics
by ReadWorks

Sports provide a great way to understand some concepts in physics. Physics, after all. Is the study of
matter, motion, force, and energy. And since sports like soccer, swimming and cyding involve bodies
moving through space, they can help us understand how the principles of ptiysics work.

Imagine that you're looking at a soccer ball on a grassy field. If you do nothing to the ball, it will stay
motionless on the grass. If you klck the ball. it will roll along the grass before mming to rest again.
Pretty simpte. rigtit?

For thousands of yeais, though, people thought that objects like this soccer ball come to rest because
they have a natural tendency to stop. It look a famous physidst by the name of Sir Isaac Newton.
who lived fn the 1 600s, to prove that this was not exactly correct

Newton suggested that objects like the soccer ball have a natural tendency to keep moving. The only
reason they stop, he believed. is because an unbalanced fGrce acts on them. By an unbalanced
force, Newton meant the force applied to the soccer ball by its enuironment. When kicked, the surface
of the ball travels over the grass, creating friction. The taller the grass. and the rougher the surface of
the faall. the more friction is created. And Uie more frlction that exists between the ball and ttie grass.
the less it will travel after being kicked.

Now, Imagine that there is no grass. Instead, ttie ball is resting on a frozen lake. When you kjck the
ball on the lce, the ball will go much farther than it would have on the grass- Thls Is because ice
provides a lot less friction than the grass.

Even so, ice does cause some frfctlon. The ball's interaction with the frozen water crystals cn the
surface ofthelake eventually causes It to come to rest again. But now imagine that Instead of ice, ttie
ball is in a place where there's no friction at all. The ball is floating in a vacuum. Ifyou remove friction

Rsadl'/or'o.Lfj O 20)5 Rdacf^Ai^iiS. li;c. AII iigl:to [<isiii--tid.



6th grade Science Tribe Day 4

ReadWorks' How Soccer Can Heip Us Und&rsland Physics

entirety, kicklng the soccer ball would cause it to keep going and going at the same speed, untif some
force caused it to slow down and stop.

To paraphrase Sir Isaac Newlon, a soccer ball on the grass wil! stay where it is untess acted on by a
force. Similarly, once you kick the ball, it wilf remain in motion unless acted on fay force. This, in so
many words, is known as Newton's First Law of Motion.

The same prindptes apply for other sports. Take swimming. Olympic swimmers are in a constant
battle wifri the force of water. Water slows them down. To increase their SF>eecf, swimmers often shave
their entire bodies, reducing the amount of frictton caused by hair. Since a swimming contest can be
won or lost by a tenth of a second, anything they can do to remove friction wi!I help-even if tt means
ridding tfieir bodies of hair.

RecenUy, Olympic swimmers took to wearing full-body suits in the water, which made swtmmers
sleeker and reduced underwater friction. Swimmers wearing these suits faegan to breaR world
records. They started winning all the races. Soon enough, OlympEc officials, reaiizing that these suits
posed an unfair advantage, banned �e use of suits in Oiympic competftion. Swimmers had to fall
back on theirown, tiairless skln-

The srtuation for professional cycllsts is siightly different. UnEike the swimmer, who battfes Uie waler,
the cyclist is canfronted with forces fnom other sources that seek to slow him or her down: the force of
Bie road and the force of the air. Like professlonal swimmers. pro cyclists are known to shave their
body hair, to reduce the amount of friction caused by Uie wind. But the (oss of body hair represents
only a tiny reduction in surface friction compared to, say. wearing spandex shorts instead of baggy
shorts wlth pockets that fill up with air as you ride.

To reduce friction and increase speed, cyclists adopt all kinds of techniques. They wear aerodynamic
hefmets. Tney crouch low over their bikes. Ttiey wear sfiirts and shorts that cling closeiy to their skin,
preventing air from slipping inside and sfowing them down. However, little can fcie done afaout �e
tires' interaction wifh the pavement. As in the case of the soccer batl, a bicyde wheel wiEI eventually
stop spinning If no force acts upon it to keep it moving. The rougher the road. the sooner that bike
wheels will come to a sfop.

For this reason, cyclists tend to have large, bulgjng thigh muscles. These muscles allow the cyclist to
continue exerting force on tfie bicyde pedals, which cause the wfieels to keep spinning despite their
constant Interactcon with �e road. Of course, other factors come Ento play, too. The heavier yau are.
the more work you have to do to Reep the bike moving-that is, unless you're moving down a hill, in
which case the gravttational force ot your weEght acts to your advantage.

Also, yourability tokeepyourlegs pushing the pedate depends on howfrtyou are, notjusthow
strong your legs are. Many people who are out of shape woufd run out of breath before they complete
a mjfe-long bike ride, whereas a person who is fit and has a Eol of stamina could travel two miles
without much difficulty.

Whether you are in shape or not, what realty matters when trying to Kick a ball, swim a lap, or bicyde
a 5 mite race are �e forces of physrcs. Without them. every time you kicked a soccer ball, frie ball
would keep going, forever.

1. Once it is In motlon, what does an object like a soccer ball have a natural tendency to

do?

A. It has a natural tendency to keep movlng.

B. It has a natural tendency to stop.

C. II has a natural lendency to change direclion.

D. It has a natural tendency to slow down.

2. What does the author explain in this passage?

A. The author explains the force of friction, using different kinds of music as examples.

B. The author expiains the sport of soccer, using exarrtples of current teams and piayers.
C. The author explains the idea of motion, using different sports as examples.

D. The author explains the importance of bike safety, using helmets as an example.



6th grade Science Tribe Day 4

3. Swimmers wearing full-body suits that reduced underwater friction were able to swim

faster than other swimmers.

What evidence from the passage supports this statement?

A. Some swimmers shaved their entire bodies to reduce friction caused by hair and
increase their speed.

B. After losing contests by a tenth of a second, some swimmers atarted ridding their
bodies of tiair to reduce friction.

C. Swimmers wearing full-body suits swam at the sarne speed as swimmers wearing
shirts and shorts that clung closely to Iheir skin.

D. Swimmers wearing full-body suits began to break worid records and started winning
all the races.

4. Based on the Information in the passage, how can friction be described?

A. Frictlon can be described as a force that acts on an object in motion and can cause
the object to stop.

B. Friction can be described as a force that acts on an object in motton and can cause
Ihe object lo speed up.

C. Friction can be described as the path an object lakes after a force acts on it and
causes it fo move.

D. Frfction can be described as the palh an object takes when a force acts on it inside a
vacuum.

5. What is the passage mainly about?

A. why swimmers and cyclists move at different speeds

B. the motion of bodies and objects

C. the movement of an object inside a vacuiim

D. the scientlflc dlscoveries of Sir Isaac Newton

6. Read the followlng sentence: "Newton suggested that objects llke the soccer ball

have a natural tendency to keep moving. The only reason they stop, he believed, is

because an unbalanced farce acts on them."

What does the word tendency mean?

A. a very small ehance of something happening

B. a fifty-fifty chance of something happening

C. the fear of doing something or acting in a certain way

D. the way something normally behaves or acts

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

Newton suggested that a ball has a natural tendency to keep moving
belleved that a ball has a nalural tendency to stop.

A. although

B.because

C. before

D. later on

others


